**SAP® Business Processes: Best Practice**

### Output Management Functions as Generic Object Services

Often, during daily work, information about process-related documents must quickly be provided and distributed. Through the integration of the SEAL Systems object functions under “Services for Object” the user can directly access the required information within their daily used environment. Two examples from field procurement and sales show the benefits and the ease-of-use handling for the user.

1) **Order: Direct jump to the output jobs and check of documents**

#### The Task

The user should simply be able to get information about the order documents, which were already sent to a supplier.

#### Solution

By using the SAP Order Transactions it is possible to jump directly to the output jobs of an order with “Services to Object” (image 1). The function finds all output jobs generated that belong to this order and checks, if there are newer document versions, which were not yet output. If there are newer document versions this information is shown in a pop-up window (image 2). Next, the list of relevant output jobs is displayed and the latest order is opened (image 3).

#### Benefits

Within the order the user can simply and directly see which documents were transferred to the supplier. In addition they get the information about newer documents, yet to be sent. This is especially helpful with long running orders that changed during run time.
2) Customer Order: Disassembly of bill of material instead of customer order list of components

The Task
Retrieval of documents on basis of a customer order without a customer order list of components.

Solution
With “Services for Object” a direct jump with the SAP Customer order Transactions (va0x) to the SEAL Systems bill of material is done (image 4).

This process transfers all materials from the customer order (any number) into the SEAL Systems bill of material dissolution. Additional structure disassembly is done with standard functions of the SEAL Systems Transaction (image 5).

Benefits
The document retrieval for the customer order is possible without using an order bill of materials.